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VUEMONT #121, ST. PETER, BARBADOS

Saint Peter, Barbados

Welcome to Vuemont 121, where modern elegance meets Caribbean tranquility. Nestled in the beautiful

parish of St. Peter on the northern side of Barbados, this luxurious 3-bedroom, 2-bathroom villa offers an

unparalleled living experience.

Step into a world of sophistication as you enter this meticulously renovated villa. The recessed lighting

casts a warm glow upon the high-end, modern finishes that adorn every corner, creating an ambiance that

is both inviting and upscale. Savor the awe-inspiring beauty of the island's northern and western panoramas

from the comfort of your home.

Designed for seamless living, the open-plan kitchen, living, and dining rooms flow effortlessly, providing a

harmonious space for relaxation and entertainment. Imagine hosting gatherings and creating culinary

delights in a space where conversations and laughter naturally converge. Step out onto the inviting patio,

adorned with an extended wooden deck that leads to a refreshing plunge pool. Bask in the sunlight while

enjoying the serene outdoors or unwind under the starlit sky as the day transitions into the night.

No detail has been spared in making this villa a haven of comfort and style. Every room has been

exquisitely furnished, creating an atmosphere that marries luxury and relaxation. Nestled within a secure

gated community, Vuemont boasts mature fruit trees that not only offer a touch of nature but also a sense

of community. The clubhouse, with its large lap pool and inviting gazebos, serves as a focal point for

socializing and leisure.

Indulge in the resort-like experience of a 3-tiered swimming pool, perfect for those seeking a refreshing

swim in an enchanting setting.

 

More Information

Sale Price: 
$525,000 US

Amenities: 
24 Hour Security 

A/C - Bedrooms and Select Rooms

Breezy

Ceiling Fan - Select Rooms

Clubhouse



Common Area Garden ServiceCountry ViewsEstablished NeighbourhoodGated CommunityKitchenPoolPrivate Development

External Link:  External Link: 
Link

Yes Name: Realtors LimitedTelephone: 246 537 6946WhatsApp: +1 (246) 826-5109

Make Enquiry

Property Type:  House

Bedrooms:  3

Bathrooms:  2

Listed:  7 Sep 2023
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